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Abstract
orbital and landing operations about near-Earth asteroids are differeilt than classical orbital
operations about large bodies l’hc major differences lie with tllc stl]all l,~ass of the asteroid, the
lower orbital velocities. tl]e larger Solar tide and radiation pressure pcrturbatio]ls, the irregular
shape of the astcroicl and the potential for ncjmuniforrn rotation of the astrroicl. These differences
c h a n g e the nature of orbits about an asteroid to where it is often co~nmoa to find trajectories that
e v o l v e fronl stable, near-circular orbits to crashing or escaping orbits irl a matter of days. ‘1’be
understanding and co]ltrol of such orbits is important if a human or rol)otlc prrsence at asteroids is
to be colnrnon}llace in the future.
Muc]i of the difficulty in maneuvering very close to a small body ster])s from ignoraucc of the
shape, spin state and gravity field of the target. For this reason, accurate a priori physical nlodels
of targets caa Cfral[latically reduce the cost and risk of asteroid Inissions.
Recent, stlldies of orbital dynamics about asteroids deal with the dynamics of natural ite[lls
such as ejccta ([3], [10]) aud man-made objects such as spacecraft orbiters ([1], [~]), ‘1’be resu](s
frolll tllcsc studies will be presented in a concise for~n, and applications of these results to engineering activities about near- E;arttl asteroids will be given. Specifically, diffcnnt ty~)cs of landing and
rendezvous operations will be reviewed, and the basic problems of cacll aj)~)roach discussed ill brief.
la conjunction with this paper specific examples of orbiter and lander traject,orics at asteroids
arc available in a video forlllat. ‘1’hese exanlples use shape models obtained by inversion of radar
irnagcs of asteroids 4769 ~astalia a~icl 4179 Toutatis ([4], [5], [6]) and highli~ilt the process of landing
a spacecraft on an asteroid.

1 Introduction
The Inost
shape and
theory call
developed
rnocleling

exciting aspect of orbital operations in an asteroid vicinity is dtaling with the irregular
(potentially) cornp]ex rotational stat,e of the body. Sol[ie aspects of classical orbital
}]e applied to these situations, yet in many otllcr instar~ces new orbital theories must be
to describe the possib]e situations which arise, .An item of great ilrrportance is the proper
of the asteroid environment, focusing mainly CII1 the shape, gravity field and rotational
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dynatt]ics. ‘1’hesc issues are crucial if operations of aIly sort are to be carried out in the vicinity of
asteroids,
I,ancting and orbital operations at askroids can bc categorizccf with respect to the strategies
and intent of the encounter, The first phase, whic}l is common to all the strategies, is the initial
encounter and arrival of the spacecraft at the asteroid. The strategy taken after rendezvous will be
afllllctiol]o ftlletylJeo flall(lilige !lvisiotlecl: sc,ft lallclillg, llarcllallclillg, orl~it onlyaud hi,gll-velocity
impact. t+;ach of these strategies has peculiarities which will be briefly discussed.

2 Dynamics and Modeling
It) terlns of the orbital dynamics about them, asteroids lnay be divided into several classifications.
Each of these classifications has a number of sub-trees which point either to increasing stability of
orbits or to the incrcasil]g prevalence of unstable orbits. l’he first disti]iction is between a principal
axis rotator and a ]Ion-principa] axis rotator. The equations of motiotl and tllr relevant approxilnations which can be made differ significantly between these two cases, ~urrently, the theory indicates
that, principal axis rotators have a larger degree of orbital ilistability associated with then] (note that
in all refrrenccs, orbit;. ] instability or stability refers to the orhits of a particle about an astrroid,
and not, to the asteroid orbit). I\Text, within the category of principal axis rotators, one may classify
the asteroids in ter]ns of density, rotation rate and shape irregularity, AIthollgh t h e s e are three
different parameters which describe the asteroid geometry, conlposit, ic)n and dynamics, they can be
united theoretically into providing a single “measure” of the stability or itlstahility of orbits abollt
the asteroids ([1 I]).
Following these broad categories the stability or instability of cert,aili classes of orbits can be
used to further delineate between asteroids, these further delineations being a function of tllc specific
asteroid shape, density a!ld rotation rate. Fictrogracle, IOIV altitude, llear~equatorial orbits around
princi!)al axis rotators seem to he generically stable. llow,ever, as one increase-s orbital inclination
fronl the equatorial plane the orbits will cross a stability boundary at solne inclination and be subject
to chaotic lnotion for larger inclinations. Such stability boundaries constit, ite an interesting area of
current research.
It is of the utmost importance to acquire accurate physical t]lodels of” slnall asteroids. Recent
efforts that use rallge-l)opp]er radar to image near- uarth asteroids has begun to furnish a crucial
data base with which to understand the dynamics about asteroids ([8], [6]). (;urrent]y, all the shape
and rotational state IIlodels which have hecn found have all all~higuous density associated \vitll therri
and rely on constant, density assutnptions. ‘Ibis will change with the NEAR lnission to Eros ([2]),
where an actual asteroid density will be measured to great accuracy, and its gra~, ity field lrleasured
and i)lsi)ccted for density inhomogcneities (17]), Such observations will prrvide further insight into
these usually uliobservab]e properties of asteroids.

3 Asteroid Encounter
‘1’he traditional ap})roacl) for asteroid encoutlters would be to use racliorlletric tracking for spacecraft
navigation, with optical navigation images prior to encounter with tile asteroid. For an it[ipact
trajectory, the ortly concern may be that the S/~ ilnpacts the asteroid, although some control of
the i~npact, speed may he desired. Alternatively, for orbit and laLLcling st,r.itegics the S/(; -asteroid
r e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y m u s t be nul]ed out to allow the S/~ to become captured by the asteroid. ‘1’his
process of rendezvous can either be controlled by a series of impulsive rrl.?r)leuvers} or by a coJlstaJlt
low-t hr(lst maneuver over several days. ‘l’he initial relative velocities will Iisual]y be on the order of
1 krrl/scc. With either approach it is itnportant to design the control and orbit deterrni)lation loop
so that the roatleuver execution and control errors are always under control.
It may also be possible to incorporate autononlous navigation oper; tions for such a r[)ission,
with the S/C sighting on ‘<beacon)’ asteroids during cruise. ‘1’hc total statistical fuel cost associated
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with such an approach will be more than ground-based racliometric navigation, but will have the
benefit of dccreascd ground operations. Depending on the specific goals of the rnissiou, some forln
of autonomous navigation using optical imaging may be a necessity, as ex}~lained in the following
scctlions.
‘1’be Iirnitiug error source for encounter will be the asteroid ephemeris uncertainty, which may
be on the order of 100 !{m. Note that if the target body has been ol)scrvcd with radar, the e}~hemeris
error may be appreciably smaller, even on the order of 1 km or less if the asteroid has been observed
v e r y r e c e n t l y . l’otential target asteroids Inay be quite slnall, on the orcler of 1 knl or less, so the
absolute ephetneris uncertainty may make open-loop navigation to the target body impossible unless
radar observations are carried out shortly before encounter ([8]).

4 Landing and Operation Strategies
‘l’lie following subsections outline the different approaches and strategies for a variety of asteroid
encounter scenarios. IU increasing order of diff]cu]ty these are: high velocity inlpact, orbit, bard
landing, soft latlding and return.
4 . 1 IIigll

V e l o c i t y Impact

l’hc intent is to inlpact the asteroid within a specified IIigh velocity range. ‘1’hc itnpact velocity
control is cffcctcd by performing a maneuver some days before impact to se] the relative velocity to
the proper level and to re-target the S/C toward the center of tile asteroid. Ipollowing this maneuver.
a final correction and re-targeting maneuver will have to be made liear closest al]proach using optical
data,
C~iverl an observation of an asteroid against, the star background tile uncertainty of the
S/C trajectory in the irupact plane can be approximated as ub w if%a = ~{~’U@, W’here Crb i s the
uncertainty radius in the ilnpact plane, R is the S/C range to the asteroid ? + the time of observation,
Ua is the pixel size of t 4C opnav camera (or a fraction of the pixel size de~j,~ndir~g on the processing
tcchuiclucs used), VI is the i~l]pact speed, and T is the time to impact. 1 et us assu~ne a n i m p a c t
speed of 1 knl/s and a desired uncertainty in the itnpact plane of 100 mrters. Then one flrlds a
silnple relation between the time of data cutoff for the design of the final l’orrectiou [I]aneuver and
the necessary camera accuracy:

T

‘1’yl)ical cat)iera accuracies may
accurate catnera, providing data
Assulning ail irlcolniug targeting
catocra and a 0.1 tn/s burn for
lCSS accurate calnera.
4.2 A s t e r o i d

=

+;:

(1)

-

o.l/cla

(2)

range from 0.1 rnrad (for an inaccLlrate car[lcra) to lprad for au
cut-off times which range froiu 17 Iniuutcs to 1.2 days, respectively
error of 10 kru, this translates into a 10 [1~,’s I)urn for the irlaccurate
the accurate camera. Clearly, there is a fuel cost associated with a

Orbit

Following a rendezvous scqucncc and capture at the asteroicl, an orbital phase will follow. ‘1’his
could be the orily goal of tile mission, or a prelude to a landing on the asteroid. If radiotnctric data
is acquired during rendezvous, the mass of the asteroid may be detcrr!lined.
If orbital operations are to take place far from the asteroid, say at a distance of 10 raclii or
further, than the body may be treated as a point mass for mission design and control purposes.
In this regime, )Iowever, t}~c solar radiation pressure may becoltle a significant perturbation which,
if left uncontrolled, could drive the S/C into the asteroid surface on the order of 100’s of days.
Note that there arc stable orbits available in the sun plane-of-sky which balance the solar radiation
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pressure force against the attractive force in such a way that the spacecraft orbit always faces the
sun ([12]). ‘1’his may be an attractive orbit for constructing a global map of the asteroid.
If orbital operations are to take place within a clistancc of 10 radii then it is necessary to llavc
a shapd and gravity field rnodcl of the asteroid. The shape model n)ay be cstitllated fro[tl o p t i c a l
data, once preliminary ~napping of the asteroid is complete, or Illay be obtained prior to encounter
by range-doppler i~naging of the asteroid ([6]), The latter will enable a far I]lore specific mission
plan, aid ill identifying regions of interest on the asteroid, and enable a larger degree of navigation]
autonoll)y.
“1’he Q prvort gravity field may be based on the shape lnodel under the assll~nption of constant
density and a total mass estimate that would become refined during tile encounter. ‘1’hen, depending
on the desired navigation accuracies and the orbit radius, the gravity field may be ilnproved hy
processing the radiometric tracking data. For irregularly shaped asteroids, it is critical that the
gravity field be ktlowu rather accurately so that the mission avoids orbital instabilities which Inay
cause tile S/C to suffer either an unplanned impact with the asteroid surface or an unplanned escallc
frotn tile asteroid vicinity. ‘1’here are some silnple rules of thumb which l[-.ay be used in designing
stable orbits ahollt, asteroids ([9]), but additional analysis ~nlrst be done to delineate and Itlap out
the stahlc ar]d ullstabl(< regions of orbital motion and the necessary control for the ]nission.
‘11)(’ ttla}~l~illg orl)it strategy will in general be constrained by tile rotation pole of the asteroid
a[ld tile co[lfigura (ion of tile ,S/[’. For exalnp]e, if the S/(; has fixed s o l a r a r r a y s slid instruirlents,
it ]llust lnaintain its orl)it plane in a specific orientation for it to be able to irllage the surface and
illu[ninate its solar arrays simultaneously, Due to the irregular shapes of asteroids, there is usuaily
a large secular nodal rate i~nparted to an orbit. which then ~nay requirt frequent Inancuvers to
~nailitaitl all orl)ital orientation which enal>les mapping.
4 . 3

IIard I.ancling

A hard latlding is a drop fron} orbit onto the asteroid surface with no braking Itlalleuver prior to
illlpact, ‘1’llis a~)proach is attractive as it involves no thrusting [Ilaneuver’. ta control descent rate,
and avoids solne of the modeling issues by falling relatively swiftly dow~l to the asteroid surface.
'l`llcac}lieval )lclarl(li[)g acc~lracy orltl~e asteroid surface will be afunctiono ftlleorhit deter~llination
accuracy, manellver execution errors and asteroid modeling errors. ‘1’he orbit from which the lander
is delivered will also play a role in the landing accuracy.
‘1’he impact, sl)eed of such a lander may be api)roximated by a few simple forrtlulac. First,
a s s u m e that, the S/(’ velocity with respect to the asteroid is nulled out at some radius 7>0 and the
S/C; is allowed to fall onto an asteroid of radius ?’b. ‘1’hcn t}le inlpactspecd isapproxirliately:
(3)
where )1 is the gravitational constant of the asteroid in question. J,etting TO –+ m ancl assuming ail
aSkrOid df.’nsity of 3 g/cc, o n e s e e s t h a t t h e itnpacts peed will bc ]illlited to tz~ - l.~~h (111/s) R’llere
?’b is ~ncasured in klu.
l’or control pur-])oses it may be desired to impart a non-zero sl)eed to the S/C at tlie final
maneuver before impact on the surface (this will provide angle of attack control at ilnpact). ‘l’o
compute the new inlpact speed V/, one must take the root-suln-square of the norl-zero speed with
the shove formula to find the new impact speed.
I+’or any lancling approach there is a trade-off between performing tl)e in)pact Inaneuver at a
]Iigllcr altitude (which costs less fuel) and minimizing the ]anciing error, Assuruing a sirnp]e situation
where a I[larieuver is perforn]cd at an apse to null out the orbital speed, settillg up a hard larldillg
on the surface of an asteroid, the control error in the ilnpact site can be approximated as:
(4)
where j is the fractional error in the executed maneuver (typical values range frolrl 0.001 to 0.01), ~p
is the delivery orl)it pcriapsis and 7’a is the delivery orbit apoapsis. Note that this exl)rcssion holds
4
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for botl] pcria},sis and apoapsis burns, indicating that the fuel efflcicnt procedure would be to drop
from the higher, apoapsis altitude, although this yields a larger impact speed. A thorough analysis
of the question of delivery accuracy to the surface of a cot net is addressed in [1 3].
4.4 S o f t - L a n d i n g
A soft landing rcquire~, that the S/C perform at least one maneuver prior to ilnpact to rninirnizr
the itnpact speed. If such a landing is to be flown open loop, it is prudent to perform only one or
two such maneuvers, as the attendant, execution errors after these maueuvers will make it di~lcult,
to ctesign additional such maneuvers without additional data.
A soft-landing strategy is a good candidate for incorporating solne degree of S/C autonornolls
navigation and control. “1’he si]nplest implementation would require a stai?ie and accurate attitucle
c o n t r o l syste~l), altimetry ~neasuren)cnts during the descent phase and a good asteroid model for
integration and prediction of the lateral motion of the S/C. IJateral closecl-loop navigation would
require sol]le sort of illlaging system with Iandr[lark tracking or a lilnh sensing instrument.
Accurate landiligs will need a closed loop system. ‘1’he modeling of the asteroid gravity firld
close to the surface will hc iruportant if the S/C is to descend slowly enough to be sut)ject to
irregularity in the asteroid gravity field. The field estimated via radiomptric tracking during the
orbital phase will likely bc inaccurate and divergent close to the surface, as it \vill be evaluated
outside of its radius of converge nc. c. This may bc alleviated somewhat by only ret. ainillg low degree
and order terrlls, or by using a constant density Inodc], but the ~]~ost effecti~’e approach would be
to rctllove the gravity field errors by cxp]icitly controlling the S/C to the target as sensed by the
navigation instrutnent,s.
If tile impact speed is to be limited to a low value, the final maneuver may have to be performed
very close to ttlc asteroid surface. Assurnc that the radial speed is nulled o(]t at an altitude of h,
Whc’re h << ?’h, the average radius of the asteroid. ~’hcrl the in~pact speed and time to ilnpact’ are
approximated by:
(5)

(6)
‘ 1 ’ a b l e 1 relates a desired in~pact sj).eecl to the altitude of the final ]narieuvcr a[ld tin~c to irn}~aet for
a density of 3 g/cc and two different asteroid radii. Clearly, if the i~npact speccl is to be lirnitecl to
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‘1’allle 1: l,ast maneuver altitudes and tirncs to impact given impact sI)eml and asteroid radius
much lCSS than 1 r~l/s, accurate timing and execution of the final rtlaneuver bccorties important. For
impact speeds less than 0.1 m/s (espccial]y for larger asteroicls) it is not clear if this approach would
everl be feasible.
g’he alternative to a soft, ballistic landing is a thrusting landing. l~ur an asteroid of density
3 g/cc, the necessary t]lrust acceleration to null the gravitatiorlal attraction at the surface of an
asteroid is apl)roxirt]ate]y 8b.5?’b pg’s. If continuous thrusting is applied ciurirlg t}le final d e s c e n t
phase. of t,]lc S/(;, t]lc clynamics arc analogous to a free-fall onto all asteroid Wittl a lower rllass.
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Of course the above forrnulac are useful only for order of rnagnitucie design purposes. When
considering an actual trajectory the role of the irregular shape and gravity field of the asteroid
I]ccornm very irrrporlant, both from the standpoint of S/C dynamics and from the standpoint of
reducing any measurements taken during descent. ]rnproper modeling of either of these may lead to
an incorrect lnancuvcr or thrust level being set dllring descent, and a consequent escape or “bardcr”
landing 01) (l]c astcroici surface.
o n c e o n the sllrfar-e, if [he S/C is to roa~n it will l,e i}nportallt th?t a surface gravity field
be known. ‘Ibis will enable the S/C to design surface movements which will not result in the S/C
jumpitlg, off’ of the surface or becoming subject to steep slopes. ‘1’bc surface gravity will be irregular
and weak enough so that careful l~lanning and control nlllst be nladc for surface operations. q’hc
prime mode] for surface gravity is the polyhedron Tnodcl, which provides the exact constant density
gravitat,iotial field for an arbitrary polyhedron ([14]). l’llis field is ]Ioll-sing(llar at the surface of tile
body and can bc easily ~nodifled to account for any local density inhonlogeneities which arc believed
to exist.

4 . 5 R e t u r n t o Orbit
Givcu a sllccr=sflll soft landing on an asteroid, the design at]d il~~l)lcrllclltatio)~ of a rcturu trajectory
is n]uch simpler. A t!ypica] s e q u e n c e wou]d c o n s i s t o f at least t]lrm b u r n s whic!l could bt’ prc’~>rogran)l~lcd with sufTicicnt a c c u r a c y , l’hese consist of an initial burn to lift the S/C fro[[l the
astcrcrid s(lrfacc to some a l t i t u d e , f o l l o w e d by a burn t,hat turns the current altitude in the o r b i t
periapsis atld IIIovcs the orbit apoapsis a safe distance fro~ll the surface, follatved by a third burn at
orbit al)oapsis which raises periapsis to a high, safe altitude.

5 Conclusion
‘1’be ullic~ur reqllircmcnts of Itiissions to stnail asteroids sten] frotn two factor-s: (i) orbital dynatnim
that arc intrinsically co[l]i)lcx and depend strongly on the target’s physical pro~)erties, and (ii)
ignorance pric)r to encounter of those properties, especially three clir]lcnsiona] shape, spin state,
lnass ancl gravity field. Clearly, the time line of any close-encounter [Iliss,un would be speeded up
if a reliable pre-encounter model were available, Physical lnodels constructed] from ground-based
radar irrlagery could dramatically reduce the complexity, cost and risk of such ~nissions.
‘1’llis papa discusses the different types of asteroid landing trajectories and some particulars
of their il~ll>lclllclttatiol]. lf such a nrission is planned to au asteroid, it n].y bc the case that time
be of the essence. III such a situation the entire time line froln encounter to landing would be
greatly speeded if a pre-existin,g shape and rotation state model of tire astrr-oid exists, estimated
from range-dopl)ler n~casurerncntls of the target asteroid,
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